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Abstract
Text detection and recognition in real images taken in unconstrained environments, such as street view images, remain surprisingly
challenging in Computer Vision. Extraction of text and caption from images and videos is important and in great demand for video
retrieval, annotation, indexing and content analysis. In this paper, we propose a text extraction algorithm using Dual Tree Complex
transform. It is demonstrated that the proposed method achieved reasonable accuracy of the text extraction for moderately difficult
examples.

Index Terms:component. Scene text extraction, morphological dilation, binarization
--------------------------------------------------------------------- *** -----------------------------------------------------------------------1.INTRODUCTION
Text extraction from images and video sequences finds many
useful applications in document processing and parts
identification in industrial automation. Text extraction may
employ binarization or directly process the original image. Text
block filtering and integration firstly are used to obtain the
clean background and clear text with high contrast for the
effective recognition [1]. The character of the stroke like
structure is adequately considered. Lastly the missed text pixels
in former steps are recalled by reliable local region growing.
Text extraction is done by combining the adaptive binarization
and perceptual color clustering method [2]. Adaptive
binarization method can handle gradual illumination changes
on character regions so it can extract whole character regions
even though shadows and/or light variations affect the image
quality. Perceptual color clustering method complementary can
extract text regions which have similar color distances so that it
can prevent the problem of the binarization method.
A novel method for overlay text detection and extraction from
complex videos is proposed in [3]. The detection method is
based on the observation that there exist transient color between
inserted text and its adjacent background. The transition map is
first generated based on logarithmial change of intensity and
modified saturation. Linked mas are generated to make
connected components for each candidate region and then each
connected component is reshaped to have smooth boundaries.
Wavelet transform was used to detect edges in image [4]. The
results are improved output by threshold most important edges

of image and erasing some non-text lines. The gray level edge
image aimed was converted to binary image with a global
threshold. A new projection profile method was employed for
estimating local of text.
An algorithm for detecting and tracking text in digital video is
presented in [5]. The system implements a scale-space feature
extractor that feeds an artificial neural processor to detect text
blocks. The text tracking scheme consists of two modules: a
sum of squared difference based module and contour based
module to refine the position.
A system that reads the text encountered in natural scenes with
the aim to provide assistance to the visually impaired persons is
present in [6]. Automatic text recognition from natural images
receives a growing attention because of potential applications
in image retrieval, robotics and intelligent transport system.
Camera based document analysis becomes a real possibility
with the increasing resolution and availability of digital
cameras. However in the case of a blind person, finding the text
region is the first important problem that must be addressed
because it cannot be assumed that the acquired image contains
only characters.
Text localization and recognition in images is important for
searching information in digital photo archives. A robust text
localization approach is presented in [7] which can
automatically detect horizontally aligned text with different
sizes, fonts, colors and languages. A wavelet transform is
applied to the image and the distribution of high frequency
wavelet coefficients is considered to statistically characterize
text and non-text areas. K-means algorithm is used to classify
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text area in the image. The detected text areas undergo a
projection analysis in order to refine. Their localization and a
binary segmented text image is generated.

labelling of real world training data and exploits maximally
stable external regions which provides robustness to geometric
and illumination conditions.

Despite advances in the archiving of digital video, we are still
unable to efficiently search and retrieve the portions that
interest us. An updated system for detection and extraction of
unconstrained variety of text from general purpose video is
present in [8]. The text detection results from a variety of
methods are fused and each single text instance is segmented to
enable if for OCR.

We propose the DT CWT as a useful front-end for many multidimensional signal analysis and reconstruction tasks

Input Document
Image

A non-parametric and unsupervised method of automatic
threshold selection for picture segmentation is presented in [9].
An optimal threshold is selected by the discriminant criterion
namely so as to maximise the separability of the resultant
classes in gray level.The procedure is very simple, utilizing
only the zeroth and the first order cumulative moments of the
gray level histogram.

Dual tree
Complex Wavelet

Edge detection of
all subbands

A detailed analysis of multilingual text characteristics including
English and Chinese is performed. Based on the analysis [10]
propose a comprehensive, efficient video text detection,
localization and extracted method which emphasizes the
multilingual capability over the whole processing. The method
is also robust to various background complexities and text
appearances. The text detection is carried out by edge detection,
local thresholding and hysteresis edge recovery. The text
extraction consists of adaptive thresholding, dam point
labelling and inward filtering.
A robust text segmentation method in complex background is
present in [11]. The method utilizes the K-means algorithm to
decompose a detected text block into different binary image
layer. An effective post processing is followed to eliminate
background residues in each layer. A group of robust
constraints to characterize general text regions based on color,
edge and stroke thickness is proposed.
A novel method for embedded text segmentation is proposed in
[12]. The basic idea is used on two properties of embedded text
the color of text pixels is subject to Gaussian distribution, the
local part and global part of embedded text shares the same
color distribution. A two-step text segmentation approach: in
the coarse segmentation step, a 1D Gaussian function is
adopted to model the color distributions of text pixels.

Morphological
dilation

Logical operation

Text Extracted
Image
Figure 1.

Flow Chart of the approach proposed

2.METHODOLOGY
The methodology proposed describes the text extraction using
dual tree complex wavelet transform. Applying the Dual tree
complex wavelet in the level of 3 into the input text image, we
get the higher and lower subbands, in all the subbands detecting
the edges.
A). Text Region Localization:
Morphological Dilation:

he method proposed in [13] is novel as it departs from a strict
feed forward pipeline and replaces it by a hypotheses
verification framework simultaneously processing multiple text
line hypothesis, uses synthetic fonts to train the algorithm
eliminating the need for time consuming acquisition and

Here Detected edges of all subbands are dilated .The basic
effect of the dilation operator on a binary image is to gradually
enlarge the boundaries of regions of foreground pixels (i.e.
white pixels, typically) by adding pixels to the boundaries of
the objects in an image. Thus areas of foreground pixels grow
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in size while holes within those regions become smaller. The
dilation operator takes two pieces of data as inputs. The first is
the image which is to be dilated. The second is a (usually small)
set of coordinate points known as a structuring element (also
known as a kernel). It is this structuring element that
determines the precise effect of the dilation on the input image.
Various structuring elements have been experimented to find
the suitable one & dilated images are produced using a disk
shaped structuring element of 6 pixels radius. Here Dilation is
performed to enlarge or group the identified text regions.

Volume-2, Issue-4, 961 – 964

Text Only Input Image

Figure 4. Image with text only using proposed method

Comparison with the existing methods
To compare the proposed text extractor to other systems, we
evaluate our performances on the ICDAR 2005 dataset. It is
composed of 499 color images, captured with digital cameras
and resolutions, of book covers, road signs, household objects,
posters etc. Some images are shown below.
Figure 2: Original Image
B). Text Region Extraction:
All subband edges after dilation are combined with addition
followed by AND operation which forms the text region as in
eqn.1 below. The output of this logical operation is 1 only when
all the inputs are 1. Then it is mapped to the original image to
get text regions.
Oi = (W B ∪ S p ) ∩ IP
(1)

The precision rate, recall rate and fmeasure are defined as
Precision rate (PR) = CD / (CD + FP) (2)
Recall rate (RR) = CD/ (CD + MC)
(3)
Fmeasure(f) = (2*PR*RR) / (PR + RR) (4)

of our interest, say viewing the cricket from our desired over or

Where CD is correct character detected, FP is false position and
MC is missed character.The performance results is shown in
the following table.
Precision Rate PR) Recall rate (RR) Fmeasure (f)
System
Proposed 0.71
0.62
0.66
system
Hinnerk
0.62
0.67
0.64
Becker
Alex
0.60
0.60
0.59
Chen

wicket. In future we will do video mining using text extraction.

The criteria is also presented as graph

Text extraction includes many applications. One of the
applications is sports video mining. Text can be extracted for
content analysis and database retrieval. We can view the frames

3.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The performance of the proposed system is evaluated in this
section. We first extract the lower and higher coefficients from
the input text image. Then detect the edges for th
the all
coefficients, in that edge detect image applying the
morphological dilation image, this is for text localization. Then
extract the text for applying the Logical AND operation and
superimpose with the original image. Finally we get the text
extracted image. The images are shown below

Figure 3. Image after text localization

Figure 5: Graph For The Comparison Study
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CONCLUSION
This paper presents a novel approach on text extraction. The
method uses Dual Tree complex wavelet transform,
morphological dilation and logical operation. It is robust
against various conditions such as shadows, degradations, non
nonuniform illuminations, highlights, specular reflections, different
font style and size and low contract images. The experiment
result showed that the proposed method reasonably extract text
regions with eliminating most non-text
text regions well.
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